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Cornell University Experimental Cultures: On the ‘‘End’’
of the Design Thesis and the Rise of
the Research Studio

In recent years architectural schools have replaced the independent design thesis with, among other
things, faculty-led research studios. This essay locates the rise of the research studio in the United
States within the historically changing definition and role of thesis in professional degree programs.
In doing so, it argues that the research studio, by taking advantage of the shared experimental
character of design and research, presents a timely—if imperfect—method for integrating
architecture’s public responsibilities with its intensely private creative processes and products.

I favor any [proposition] to which I may reply:
‘Let us try it!’ But I no longer wish to hear
anything of all those things and questions that
do not permit any experiment . . . there
courage has lost its right.

Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science

Facts and Fictions: Thesis, Research, and
Design
Nietzsche’s enthusiasm for things that can be tried
or tested was far from a plea for a more rational
society. Rather, it signaled an attempt to leave
behind the opaque and unquestionable methods of
gods, geniuses, and myths, replacing them with a
culture of both rational and irrational inquiry. This
new culture, logically and intuitively, collectively and
individually, would use its skills to alternatively
generate and evaluate new experiences, knowledge,
and things directly from the material world around
it. This recursive process is one that architects and
architectural students should recognize, as they are
so often asked to do just that as designers.

Nietzsche’s insistence on experimentation
speaks to the paradoxical nature of architectural
pedagogy and practice, and provides insight into
the rise of the research studio. For him, experiments
are not limited to the controlled tests that
demonstrate or provide evidence of some universal
truth; that is, they are not synonymous with the
scientific method. Experiments are also previously
untried, decidedly risky operations aimed at creating

something of-the-moment and new.1 While we tend
to think research utilizes one type of experiment
and design another, I will argue that both modes of
experimentation are necessary whenever we seek to
successfully combine research and design.2

It is precisely the difficulty of successfully
integrating research and design within the context
of an independent design thesis that, in part,
accounts for the emergence of the research studio
as an alternative to it.3 The dilemma of the design
thesis is further exacerbated by the problem of
establishing the limits of what qualifies as one
today. A few examples recently encountered at a
variety of institutions reveal this dilemma. In no
particular order, they include:

An urban aviary. A strategy for a beach front
community that transforms New Urbanist design
guidelines into a progressive ecological, economic,
and architectural system. A manual for re-presenting
the plight of immigrant dock workers. An upscale
suburban trailer park for empty nesters. An artificial
landscape at Auschwitz. A religious retreat in the
Rocky Mountains. A mega-structure for half-a-
million people. A regional airport. A beautiful
collection of rusty red objects. A subdivision of
McMansions resting atop a strip-mall parking lot. A
construction system of intricately symmetrical 3-D
printed tiles. A grocery store inspired by the writing
of Italo Calvino. A form-based zoning plan for the
Highline in New York. A quickly erected drywall
ceiling that produced an uncomfortably hot
environment. A museum of memory. A 100-km-long

fence for the Olympics at Sochi. An institute for the
production of genetically modified body parts for
world class athletes in Dubai.

As the diversity of these projects illustrate,
nothing reveals the paradoxical nature of archi-
tectural education more than the status, state, and
function of the independent design thesis. The
seemingly perpetual angst surrounding thesis, the
vast array of proposals that qualify as one, and
the growing number of alternatives to it, expose the
competing and often contradictory demands placed
on architecture and architectural education.

At the crossroads of architecture’s aesthetic,
professional, pedagogic, and social agendas, the
independent design thesis is the place in
architectural education where students’ personal
desires and abilities directly intersect the field’s
intra- and extra-disciplinary responsibilities.
Somehow, it must reconcile personal exploration
with pedagogical agendas, combine the specific
requirements of a project with a more general quest
for knowledge, and fulfill the desire for invention
with the need for professional competency—all the
while advancing disciplinary knowledge.

For many schools, the inevitable crisis
surrounding thesis is avoided by no longer
requiring it. The most recent study documenting the
prevalence of thesis found that only a third of
B. Arch programs and half of M. Arch programs
required a thesis.4 Never universally mandated for a
professional (or post-professional) degree, in recent
years a number of design programs have replaced
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the independent thesis with research studios,
research laboratories, design-build projects, or
simply a final ‘‘advanced’’ studio. Others sidestep
the issue by calling the last year’s design project a
capstone, degree, or terminal project.5

Why this change? Why now? More specifically,
why is research, specifically the research studio,
such a common substitution for thesis? The move
away from the individual design thesis and toward
research studios can be seen as the result of both
internal and external pressures placed on
architectural education and practice. The negative
argument—expressed by leading educators such as
Sylvia Lavin, Mark Wigley, and Brett
Steele—maintains that architectural theses are too
often non-rigorous, hyper-personal, and quasi-
architectural in nature.6 The positive argument
recognizes the need and desire for architecture, as
both a profession and an academic discipline, to
more directly engage with the production of
knowledge. This goal has been enthusiastically
engaged by educators as diverse as Rem Koolhaas,
Patrik Schumacher, Michael Speaks, and Dawn
Finlay.7

While the relationship between architectural
design and conventional conceptions of science-
based university research has been broached many
times since the first issue of the Journal of
Architectural Education addressed the topic in 1947,
what exactly are we (architects) talking about when
we talk about ‘‘design’’ and ‘‘research’’?8 A general
and influential definition of design was offered by
Herbert Simon, who argued that design was a
method for solving problems that have more than
one right answer. Simon’s definition emerged out of
a broader attempt, begun in the early 1960s, to
rationally understand and thereby maximize the
output of the design process by subjecting it to the
methods of systems theory and the behavioral
sciences.9 Simon’s position seemingly contradicts
the still normative notion of architectural design as
being the intuitive and personal ‘‘creative act’’ that
generates ‘‘figural schemas that lead to built

forms.’’10 In other words, design can alternatively be
understood as both a rational problem-solving
technique or an intuitive aesthetic act.

Similarly, research is often equated with
controlled and objective experiments. However, at a
more general level, research can be defined as any
‘‘systematic inquiry,’’ or as ‘‘the close study’’ of
something. This suggests that there would be
multiple modes of inquiry—both quantitative and
qualitative—that can satisfy these requirements
beyond the type of work done in a conventional
laboratory.11

Such is the argument of three insightful texts
outlining the relationship between architecture and
research. In the opening essay to a 1984
compilation of essays entitled Architectural
Research, Michael Joroff and Stanley Morse
outlined the different modes of inquiry used by
architects. They ranked these methods, from the
least to the most objective, as: 1. ad hoc
observations, 2. design, 3. review of
precedents ⁄ current knowledge, 4. manifesto,
5. normative theory, 6. development/scholarship,
7. social science research, and 8. laboratory ⁄
physical science research. Regardless of where one’s
work falls on this continuum, they argue that in
order for something to be considered research it
must be systematic and it must be self-conscious of
the methods it uses—i.e., it must recognize and
account for the effects that a specific technique has
on the outcome of the investigation.12 Eighteen
years later, Groat and Wang’s survey Architectural
Research Methods expanded upon and fleshed out
Joroff and Morse’s list, stressing the importance of
qualitative methods. More recently, architect and
educator Jeremy Till adds that all ‘‘good’’
architectural research must be rigorous, original,
and significant.13 By rigorous Till means
systematic. By original he means new. By
significant he means that this new information is
relevant in situations for others beyond the ones
that initially generated it, and is thus worthy of
dissemination.

All three texts emphasize that research
(architectural or otherwise) does not simply compile
what already exists, but advances the current state
of the art. While the broad conception of research
outlined by these authors may not be relevant for
other fields, they do provide a specific set of criteria
for analyzing architectural work that claims to be
research, and they are broad enough to be applied
to a variety of architectural situations and
phenomenon.

The emphasis on a plurality of research
methods reinforces the notion that research cannot
be limited to science or the scientific method. In
contrasting research with science, Bruno Latour
helps establish the affinity between research and
design as similarly experimental, subjective, and
political processes:14

Science is certainty; research is uncertainty.
Science is supposed to be cold, straight, and
detached; research is warm, involving, and
risky. Science puts an end to the vagaries of
human disputes; research creates controversies.
Science produces objectivity by escaping as
much as possible from the shackles of
ideology, passions, and emotions; research
feeds on all of those to render objects of
inquiry familiar.15

Substitute design where Latour writes research
and the relationship between the two becomes
clear. It should also be noted that none of the
qualities attributed to research by Latour contradict
the requirements for ‘‘good’’ research to be
rigorous, its methods explicit, and its findings
original and significant. What it adds to these is the
recognition of the subjective and cultural forces
present in any research enterprise—even the most
methodologically objective ones.

For Latour, design and research are open,
flexible, and timely concepts. They are
simultaneously constructed from real phenomena
and invented, but accurate, relationships. In his
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terms, they are ‘‘factish’’; equal parts empirical facts
and fetishes. In other words, both design and
research are well-fabricated hybrids. Composed of
both objective truths and personal fictions,16 they
are equally exposed to individual and historical
shifts. Rather than searching for unchanging and
universally valid truths, both design and research
stress what is important and accurate to individuals
and cultures now.

Within architectural education the thesis has
been a valued technique for engaging the
relationship between facts and fictions and, as a
result, has provided an opportunity for both a
personal and a disciplinary specific form of research.
Today, one can ask how or whether the research
studio provides the same opportunity, or if it
challenges the notion that research be an integral
part of professional architectural education.

History of Thesis I: Pre-Thesis, 1860s–1870s
Design, and the design thesis, have always occupied
an awkward position within the culture of the
university. When the architectural thesis was first
introduced in the late 19th century, it—and
architectural education in general—was conceived
of as a combination of the fine arts, building
science, and art history. Each of these came with
their own disciplinary spaces and
techniques—building science with its laboratories
and experiments, art history with its libraries,
collection, and scholarship, and fine art with its
studios and imagination.17

If the algebra of architectural education and
the theses was: Architecture = Building
Science + Art History + Fine Arts, then design was
the ‘‘+’’. At once absent, yet dominating the
process, its task was to combine and integrate the
three into a coherent whole. Consistently recognized
as the most important subject taught in architecture
schools, design was also the one with the least
academic credentials. Although closely related to
the fine arts, it remained distinct from them
because of its pragmatic component.18 It was not

until almost a century later that design itself would
become a distinct discipline.19

In short, it was not clear how design was a
form of scholarly research or how a specific design
qualified as a thesis. The traditional definition of the
scholarly thesis was a series of statements or
propositions that either built upon, added to,
reinforced, or challenged an existing body of
knowledge by ‘‘constructing an argument that can
stand up’’ by itself and be ‘‘maintained against
attack’’ from those qualified to judge its veracity.20

In other words, a thesis is a new idea that needs to
be proven relative to a field’s established set of
facts. As such, the unique design for a building was
not in and of itself a thesis. It could be so only if it
added something to, reinforced a weak point within,
or contradicted something in the multiple fields that
made up the architectural discipline—of which
design was not quite one.

Internal Affairs
In 1996, the book Building Community: A New
Future for Architecture Education and
Practice—commonly referred to as the ‘‘Boyer
Report’’—was published by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.21

The report concentrated its recommendations for
reorienting architectural education around seven
goals—many of which emphasized a renewed vision
and commitment to the multiple publics that it
served.

Research, however, was not seen as a central
means for achieving this end. Rather, in a brief
section on the subject, it emphasized that more
discipline-specific modes of scholarship should be
substituted for the conventional definitions of
research associated with the physical and human
sciences. Three of the four categories outlined for
a profession-specific scholarship conform to the
normative triad of basic, directed, and applied
research. The fourth suggested that teaching itself
is a means for advancing ‘‘learning.’’22 However,
the text is not clear who is learning—the student,

the teacher, or the discipline—what is being
learned, and if this information is already
established or new. In other words, it is not clear
whether the classroom environment is the site for
generating research.

The distinction between learning and research
is critical to understanding the limits of the
contemporary architectural thesis. Most work done
in preparation for thesis and the thesis itself,
rarely, if ever, qualifies as ‘‘good’’ research; nor
does it often obtain the goal of the scholarly
thesis. The carrying out of literature reviews,
precedent surveys, and site and programmatic
analysis can only be considered research if they
are rigorously pursued and knowingly contribute to
an established body of knowledge or practices—a
qualification that is difficult for an individual
student to achieve in the time allotted. Certainly,
they can produce relevant, even essential
information regarding the project at hand, but
that information—even when thoroughly
compiled—is generally not significant in Till’s
terms. Not all learning is research.

The question at hand is whether the structure
and practices of research studios are better
equipped to produce research, i.e., new disciplinary
knowledge, than the independent design thesis.
Underlying this question is a more general one: is
any educational setting—classroom, studio, or
thesis—where students need to learn, an
appropriate site for research? Design instructors
have long used the studio as a de facto setting for
examining and experimenting with their own
disciplinary and design interests and agendas. When
the independent thesis followed the scholarly thesis
model—which was not technically taught by any
faculty—it provided the chance for students to do
the same.23 The shift from an independent thesis to
a research studio shifts the burden of defining a
research project back to the faculty.

Despite the ambiguity of the use of the term
‘‘learning,’’ the Boyer Report does imply that the
classroom could be a place for the production, not
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just the dissemination, of knowledge. One method
it recommended for achieving this end was for the
creation of a more ‘‘connected curriculum.’’ More
specifically, architectural education needed to
become a more ‘‘liberal,’’ ‘‘flexible,’’ and
‘‘integrated’’ experience. The first, it argued, would
help foster links with other disciplines and with the
public, while the latter would help produce a more
able professional. Toward that latter goal, it
recommended that

all graduates should be required to pull
together, in a single piece of design work, what
they have learned in the professional degree
program and express their design concepts
clearly—orally, in writing and in two- and
three-dimensional representations.24

While it defines such a project as a ‘‘thesis,’’
one could argue that as described it more closely
resembles the NAAB requirement for a
comprehensive design project. In other words, it
does not meet the traditional definition of a
scholarly thesis, or of good research. At best, it
might reinforce the goals of the curriculum, but it
does not require making a larger disciplinary
argument that stands on its own.

History of Thesis II: The Beaux-Arts Era,
1880s–1930s
Surprisingly, the Boyer Report’s definition of the
architecture thesis does recall the diploma project
of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts—the educational
system that was the model for most American
schools of architecture from the 1880s through the
1930s. In fact, its influence has never completely
disappeared.25 Distinct from the various
competitions it ran, the diploma exercise was the
only place in the Beaux-Arts curriculum that
required students to integrate all aspects of their
training in one project. In the US version the thesis
project was a comprehensive design for an
assigned building type and location, complete with

working drawings, structural calculations, and a
brief written description.26 At the Ecole in Paris, all
students were given the same site and program.
In the United States, many schools relied on the
New York-based Beaux-Arts Institute of Design
(founded by former Ecole students from the
United States in 1916) for the assignments.27 The
nature of the exercise was more about proving
one’s competency and talent than it was about
making an argument, stating an idea, or producing
new knowledge (Figure 1).

Research Studios Plural
Exhibit A: The Project on the City—The Design
of Research
Despite the Boyer Report’s general de-emphasis on
research, its aforementioned assertion that
architectural work demands multiple modes and
definitions of research beyond the normative
scientific ones was one of its key conclusions. In
fact, an experiment to create such a method was
already under way.

In the same year the report was issued the Rem
Koolhaas–led Project on the City at Harvard’s
Graduate School of Design was inaugurated. The
‘‘project’’ consisted of a series of year-long research
studios, ultimately taken by students in lieu of an
individual design thesis.28 In outlining the agenda
of the project, Koolhaas noted that it would focus
on ‘‘the economics, politics, social conditions, and
architectural and urban design issues’’ but not on
design proper. He was blunt in his agenda for the
studios. For him, it was an opportunity, outside
the pressures of his professional design practice,
to manifest a

commitment to research as a prelude to
design, like two things that are almost bonded
or laminated together. Conditions are so
incredibly quickly evolving that without
continuous cross-reference, architecture
becomes an increasingly inappropriate
activity.29

The message was clear. Representational,
compositional, and technical skills alone were not
enough to be relevant—either as an academic or
as a practitioner. For students and professionals
alike, to design—and in order for your design to
be significant—you must first research the
context it operates in and on. No longer can one
rely on what the client or your consultants give
you; nor was information from ancillary fields
(sociology, etc.) satisfactory. It was up to
architecture to produce its own data, and, in the
context of this research studio, it was would-be
thesis students who were deemed qualified and
available to do it.

History of Thesis III: The Modernist Era,
1930s–1970s
The desire to integrate real-world information into
architecture and the architectural theses also
marked the shift from the Beaux-Arts to the
modern thesis. During this era, from the late 1930s
through the early 1970s, architectural education
and the design thesis no longer conformed to neo-
classical norms but instead sought to creatively
combine new programs, materials and compositional
techniques. Thus, before solving a design problem,
students had to establish the parameters for that
problem. In the face of new social, cultural,
economic, and technical realities, the need for
research and analysis was understood as a necessary
precursor for design.30

Pioneered by curricular changes at the
University of Oregon, at a number of schools thesis
students were required to develop their own
programs and select their own sites, after which
they would independently investigate them—a
marked change from the Beaux-Arts–inspired
system, and one partially made in response to a
growing professional demand for aid in site selection
and programming.31 Later, especially at schools like
the Illinois Institute of Technology, students would
work closely with a faculty member to study,
experiment with, and base their designs around new
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structural systems and materials.32 By the late
1960s, with the emergence of programs and schools
focusing on ‘‘environmental design,’’ students
began to use sociological and anthropological
studies of the user-built environment relationship to
generate designs.33 While the thesis maintained its
role of testing a student’s ability to use their design
skills to combine things into a coherent whole, the
parts that made up that whole were more diverse
and less formal, and the results were more
experimental, less predictable, and potentially more
relevant for an expanding field and the culture it
saw itself serving.34

To a certain degree the Project on the City
revived the interest in directly engaging
contemporary issues. Where it differed is that rather
than focusing on structure, building systems, or
program, it instead looked at existing urban
conditions as a valid starting point for generating
new architectural forms and new forms of
architectural inquiry and expertise. In other words,
it established the problems that design would
subsequently engage.

As is now well known, the first two years of the
Project on the City focused on the rapid growth of
the Pearl River Delta region in China, and
‘‘Shopping’’ as a ubiquitous urban phenomenon.
Both investigations—which included field work and
statistical and historical research—resulted in thick,
graphic books (Great Leap Forward, and Harvard
Graduate School of Design Guide to Shopping,
respectively) filled with charts, graphs, photographs,
and essays generated by the students’ empirical,
yet personal, research projects.35 On the one hand,
such work directly speaks to the Boyer Report’s call
for architectural work to be engaged with larger
social and cultural phenomenon. It also illustrates
an expanded definition of what creative
architectural research could be. In comparison with
urban planning’s, sociology’s, or geography’s
methodologies, the data collection methods were
self-consciously more journalistic than quantitative,
emphasizing breadth over depth, and timeliness

1. E.S. Carleton, ‘‘A Music Hall,’’ B. Arch Thesis, MIT, 1888 [Source:

Technology Architectural Review 1, no. 7 (May 15, 1888): 14 & plate 3].
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over timelessness. In other words, it was more
thorough than it was systematic. In short, it was an
example of teaching as research.

On the other hand, the lack of any architectural
design work—let alone a project that combines all
aspects of the curriculum—fails to meet the Boyer
Report’s criteria for a comprehensive project, or any
other conventional definition of a design thesis.
While directed at architectural and urban design
interventions, the results were not intended to be
applied to any particular situation or architectural or
urban design problem. Nor were the findings of the
work proprietary to Koolhaas, the GSD, or the
students. As published, the information is there for
all to see, judge, and use.36

The Boyer Report and the Project on the City
seem to offer two opposing views of thesis: the one
focusing on design as an extension of a
conventional curriculum, without any mention of a
broader intellectual or research agenda; the other,
focusing on larger issues, with little or no design
component. Of course, this is an exaggeration.
Overall, the Boyer Report is consistent about
including social and cultural issues within
architectural curricula, and it is implied that they
would also be present in a thesis project. Still, the
Boyer Report’s definition of thesis implies that,
unless it was already a central part of the
curriculum, students need not do any directed
research as a ‘‘precursor’’ to design. Further, the
emphasis on expressing their own ‘‘design
concepts’’ suggests that design is primarily the
personal creative act of generating ‘‘figural schemas
that lead to built forms,’’ and not a mode of inquiry
or a means to other ends. Similarly, the Koolhaas-
led research, despite its detachment from a specific
design project, was not exactly independent from a
design agenda. Both its methods and findings
would eventually find their way into Koolhaas’ own
discourse, such as his essay ‘‘Junkspace,’’ and the
work of his firm, OMA, particularly their IIT’s
McCormick Student Center, the Seattle Library, and
the Prada stores.37

Exhibit B: Rural Studio—Design as Research
By 1996, there was already a program established
that had begun to address the Boyer Report’s desire
for thesis to produce an integrated project and
Koolhaas’s stated goal of research informing design.
Auburn’s Rural Studio program, founded by Samuel
Mockbee in 1993, created a series of pedagogical
experiments in which students did field
investigations followed by design projects for
residents in rural Hale County, Mississippi. Students
spent their second (now third) year of the five-year
B. Arch program examining the existing physical and
social facts of poverty on site, before participating
in the design and construction of a relatively small
building project. Working closely with residents—
with Mockbee initially acting as an instigator,
moderator, and mediator—the undergraduate
students produced design work for a local family or
institution. Selected students now return in their
fifth year and complete a group thesis project.
Working in small teams, and again working directly
with members of the community, they propose,
design, develop, and build a project. Both construc-
tion and aesthetics are important components of
the thesis. Using unorthodox, recycled, found, and
donated materials, the students produce a unique
identity for each project, while maintaining a
relatively consistent identity for the program.38

With the example of the Rural Studio, it is
unclear whether the thesis reflects the curriculum or
whether the thesis is what produces a new
curriculum. Nor is it obvious what the priority is:
community service, design innovation, or
educational experience. What is clear is that these
issues are so fully integrated with one another that
establishing any hierarchy among them becomes
irrelevant. Thus, despite the fact that it does not
formally frame itself as a research studio, in practice
it has become one. Organizationally, the faculty-led
agenda and group projects are consistent with other
research studios. Further, it has built up a body of
knowledge about a place and its people through the
design of architectural artifacts. In other words, the

structure, the practice and the architecture
produced by the program are sustained, systematic,
self-conscious, original, and significant. Despite the
unique conditions of the Rural Studio, its success
suggests that similar investigations in other
contexts, under the direction of other teachers,
would result in different forms, use different
materials, and address different audiences. What is
generalizable and repeatable is neither the material
conditions nor the style of the work, but the design
and research methodologies used to generate it.

On the matter of style, the formal inventiveness
of the work makes it clear that design-build,
community-based, and group projects need not be
aesthetically neutral. In fact, it is the innovative,
even ‘‘subversive’’ nature of the rough and eclectic
designs that separate the work of the Rural Studio
from similar programs. While community-based
design-build programs had been around for many
years, one of Mockbee’s key contributions was to
recognize the importance of personal aesthetic
innovations in garnering the attention of students,
the discipline, and the local community. In doing so,
the Rural Studio has been able to contribute
rigorous, original, and significant material to the
larger disciplinary debates regarding the relationship
between design, place, and function. It also affirms
that formal and educational experimentation, when
framed by a particular context and a personal
conviction, can be an effective means of raising the
awareness of the relationship between social
issues and architectural ideas (Figure 2).

History of Thesis IV: Post-Modernism,
1970s–2000s
In 1997, a year after the Project on the City began,
the Architectural Association in London opened its
Design Research Lab. The next year, Sci-Arc’s
program in Metropolitan Design and Research was
inaugurated.39 In 1999 UCLA began to replace its
requirement for a thesis with research studios. These
were created, Sylvia Lavin would later recall, ‘‘in the
spirit of a thought experiment. It replaced a
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traditional thesis which, as a piece of curriculum,
had become nostalgic and neither thoughtful nor
experimental.’’40

Lavin’s analysis echoes Koolhaas’s earlier plea
to end the ‘‘semantic nightmare’’ of the 1970s and
1980s and replace it with a ‘‘new sobriety.’’41

During that period, architectural discourse,
production, and theses focused on issues of
language, meaning, and authorship, often at the
expense of performance and politics. Whether it
relied on reintroducing historical formal operations
and tropes, or if it imported ideas from other
disciplines—e.g., semiotics, linguistics, and
philosophy—the emphasis was on the manipulation
of form.42

This trend took on two tracks. The first,
‘‘formalist,’’ one focused on the autonomy of
architectural form and emphasized the
transformation of either historical or modernist
tropes. Projects ranged from radically siteless
work—aka ‘‘paper architecture’’—to hyper-
contextualist ones.43 Within thesis work, the focus
on formal and representational issues allowed
students to produce original and significant work
within a specific, but limited, aspect of the
discipline. Focused on aesthetic issues, theses in
this vein were more like projects made for the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts Rome Prize competition than its
diploma project.44

In contrast, the second, neo-avant-garde strain
was open to so many influences that any clear
disciplinary border became harder and harder to
define. An avant-garde work is defined here as one
that questions the very institutional status of what
architecture is, typically by recontextualizing an
otherwise recognizable idea or thing.45 This meant
that ideas and operations from ecology, urbanism,
gestalt psychology, philosophy, linguistics,
semiotics, literature, film, and computation were all
grist for the design mill. In this scenario, thesis
students were responsible for inventing all aspects
of a project—often devising them in a pre-thesis
seminar before proceeding to the design phase. All
parameters and limits were subject to a student’s
own imagination. Students had to develop not only
a site and a program but also a non-architectural
model or theory to use as well as an institution to
critique. In this context, the role of design was to
translate non-architectural phenomenon into unique
architectural forms. The results were more like a
traditional scholarly thesis where what was
proposed was less a comprehensive building
design than an argument that could sustain
itself against attack.46 Not surprisingly, the

combination of multiple external influences and
total control often led to flights of individual fancy
with little connection to conventional architectural
issues.

In short, the first model emphasized form to
the exclusion of other factors, while the latter
emphasized external ideas to the exclusion of
intra-disciplinary concerns. Seen in this way, both
Koolhaas’s call for research and the Boyer report’s
call to order were direct responses to the ideologies
underlying the hyper-formal and hyper-personal
theses—albeit with quite different agendas and
solutions.

Exhibit C: UCLA—Research for Design
This was also the context in which the Research
Studio Project at UCLA was conceived. The first
research studio at UCLA was the LA Now project, a
multi-institutional endeavor, the UCLA portion of
which was led by Thom Mayne. Echoing the Project
on the City, the first two-thirds of the year was
spent documenting contemporary Los Angeles using
a variety of qualitative and quantitative methods.
The final third was dedicated to developing design
proposals inspired by and grounded by these
findings. Unlike the Project on the City, the
students who conducted the initial investigations

2. Rural Studio Thesis Project, Antioch Baptist Church, McElroy, Michaud, Nauck, Fulton, 2001–2002 (Photographs courtesy of Xavier Vendrell).
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went on to design projects based on the body of
information amassed by the group. If the first half is
recognizable as directed research, the latter can be
understood as applied research. Both parts were
ultimately published in separate books.47

Subsequent research studios were ‘‘boosted’’
with ‘‘either material ⁄ technical additives or
intellectual ⁄ theoretical enhancements,’’
occasionally combining both.48 Studios led by
Greg Lynn, Neil Denari, R.E. Somol, Kevin Daly,
and Dagmar Richter examined issues of display,
networks, economics, lifestyle, and informal urban
development. Richter and Daly’s studios studied
the real estate strategy of timesharing—
ownership without occupation—to generate a

variety of strategies for reprogramming and re-
territorializing sites and programs in Los Angeles
(Figures 3 and 4). Proposals included methods
for reclaiming disused land; new policies and
typologies for distributing housing along the lines
of healthcare insurance; high-density housing
typologies; and an urban concierge service. Other
products from the studios ranged from Somol’s
Project on the City-like book of diagrams and
images of a Tijuana, to Lee’s plans, sections, and
models for housing schemes at hyper-developing
border locations, to Denari’s and Lynn’s intricately
rendered skyscrapers, museums, and resorts, to
Mayne and Richter’s dense housing developments
in Madrid.49

History of Thesis V: Research Studio,
1990s—present
As witnessed in UCLA’s project, not everything
changed in the shift from the individual thesis to
the research studio. As with the neo-avant-garde
model, the design phase is carried out only after a
broader set of non-architectural issues are
examined. While the sequence is the same, the
specifics were not. For one, both the pre-design
and design state were organized such that multiple
people were working on closely related, if not
identical, projects. Further, the initial framing of the
project was in the hands of a faculty member and
was often directly related to issues pertinent to that
member’s own research and practice.

3. Deborah Bird, ‘‘Timeshare,’’ Timeshare Research Studio, UCLA, 2005, Kevin Daly advisor. [Source: Thought Matters (Los Angeles: UCLA Department of Architecture, 2005), 74–75. � 2005 The Regents of the University of

California, Los Angeles. This material was granted permission to reprint by the UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design 2011.]
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As with earlier models the studios sought to
include information from outside the discipline.
However, the nature of this information was
grounded in a broader spectrum of everyday
phenomenon—material, social, and technical—than
either the Project on the City or the Rural Studio.
The empirical (but by no means scientific) research
generated statistical, discursive, and physical facts
about cities, economic practices, legal codes, ad hoc
aesthetic activities, etc.50 In other words, the facts
were located in the multiple realities of
contemporary culture. This grounding, along with
direct faculty guidance and group work, served as a
defense against the individualism of the previous
generation of theses, while still encouraging
subjective interpretations and solutions.

In contrast to the defined goals of Project on
the City, research was not understood in the UCLA
studios as a precursor to design, nor was design an
illustration of the research. Rather, the research is
immanent in the final forms; it is literally a part of
the design. Likewise, it differs from the Rural Studio
in that it is not tied to a specific location, context,
or socioeconomic group. What it loses in specificity
(the City) or depth (Hale County) it gains in the
breadth of topics the UCLA studios engaged over
time. What is generalizable from the UCLA
framework is not the product of any one studio, but
the potential for a diverse faculty to rigorously
perpetuate a line of academic and design inquiry
that engages a variety of topics and forms within
one school. The significance of this pluralistic

approach is cultivated and tested by actively
publicizing the results—both to a myriad of outside
reviewers and in the subsequent dissemination of
the work in publications.51

In comparison with independent design
theses, the research studio as currently formulated
and practiced at UCLA is less personal but still
pluralistic; more realist but still risky; less
expressionistic but still experimental. And, like any
experiment—scientific or artistic—the research
studio relies on the specific skills, insights, and
intuitions of the individuals who organize and
supervise the work. It also means that these
design experiments will not always produce what
one expects or desires. In short, this model of a
research studio as a substitute for the individual

4. Sarah Maanpaa, ‘‘Addressing Changing Lifestyles,’’ Timeshare Research Studio, UCLA, 2005, Kevin Daly advisor. [Source: Thought Matters (Los Angeles: UCLA Department of Architecture, 2005), 76–77. � 2005 The

Regents of the University of California, Los Angeles. This material was granted permission to reprint by the UCLA Department of Architecture and Urban Design 2011.]
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design thesis represents a definitive move away
from independent explorations and toward the
collective production of disciplinary knowledge.

Conclusion
For some, the channeling of students’ creativity and
intuition toward faculty, institutional, or disciplinary
agendas is tantamount to limiting artistic and
intellectual freedom. Students could be at risk of
losing an opportunity to develop their own theories
of architecture or to challenge, rather than
reinforce, their curriculum. Similarly, the need to
develop and exhibit technical competence will
remain central in an educational system and
profession that demands ever more of it. These are
both legitimate issues, ones that will keep the
individual design thesis (and comprehensive design)
alive for some time to come.

Alternatively, these concerns could be
incorporated into the research studio model or any
other thesis substitute. As the episodic history of
the design thesis shows, it can and will change in
the face of new realities. Of course, research
studios may just as likely run their course. For
example, research in general could be removed
from thesis and all other pedagogical devices. The
field may decide that the end of a design education
is not the proper place for such activities to take
place. It could determine that professional degree
students should not be, nor are they sufficiently
prepared to be, responsible for producing good
research. Research could be limited to the domain
of individual faculty, or it could be confined to
post-professional programs such as the burgeoning
M. Arch II, M. DeS, D-Des programs, and PhD
degree programs.

The research studio does not automatically
produce good research, and it is not immune to the
historical problems of the independent theses. It
too can be prone to (collective) acts of narcissism,
to vague methodologies, to blindly following
fashions, to focusing on expression rather than
experimentation, to overemphasizing

non-disciplinary issues, or letting its results languish
unpublished. Badly taught research studios are also
at risk of exploiting students for institutional or
personal advantage.52 What must be in place to
combat these dangers are the principles of good
research—i.e., the research studio must be
committed to and practice rigorous, sustained,
systemic, and self-conscious methods, and be able
to produce results that are recognized as being
original and significant beyond the immediate
context. While an independent thesis could satisfy
these criteria, the advantage of the research studio
is that, as a part of an ongoing personal and/or
institutional investigation, it can refine its
techniques and build up a more robust body of
knowledge over time. And, as a studio, it can take
advantage of the simultaneous and multiple
iterations and insights from multiple perspectives.

One might conclude that the move away from
individual theses toward teacher-led, group research
projects found in many research studios represents
a diminished role for intuition in the design process.
However, this analysis depends on the cliché that
design is subjective and wild, while research is
objective and predictable. It is this false choice that
the diversity of work and ideologies present in the
Project on the City, in the Rural Studio, and in
the UCLA research studios begins to undermine.53

In every case, both design and research are
understood as personal, creative acts that
simultaneously produce aesthetic artifacts,
directly engage extra-disciplinary issues, and
are guided by personal and political
considerations.

In these programs design and research do not
seek eternal truths, nor are they simply deployed
to produce ad hoc solutions to specific problems.
Despite their radically different pedagogical,
professional, and social aims, in each example
design and research are

not used to inform (or rationalize) a single
best solution, but rather to prompt multiple

design solutions. This future-oriented
approach signals a shift from an architecture
of problem solving to an architecture of
intelligent speculation. Here, research is
pursued for the sake of innovation and
invention—valued insofar as it contributes
to new patterns and possibilities.54

In other words, they are experimental. Whether
embodied in a research studio, or any other
pedagogical setting, it is this experimental process
of making and testing risky propositions with
recursive trials and errors, that has the potential to
move architectural thought and action beyond the
dual mythologies of objective reason and individual
genius. In their place it argues for the collective
investigation of diverse material issues—urban,
economic, social, political, and technological—via a
specifically architectural combination of creative
design and good research. In other words, it
suggests an experimental architecture culture that
pursues the original goal of the scholarly thesis—to
combine extant knowledge with new information
and methods to generate new forms and new forms
of knowledge—via contemporary means. ’’Here,
courage has not yet lost its right!’’
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